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Section 1

All businesses are data businesses



Today, all businesses are 

data businesses

Data is the lifeblood of modern work



All data businesses need 

to be analytic businesses

Without analytics data is a cost center, 

not a resource



Analytic businesses need 

to evolve data science

Every business has opportunities to make 

analytics faster, easier, and more insightful 



Section 2

The cloud for modern analytics



Modern businesses 
succeed in the cloud

The cloud is the default environment for 

new technology initiatives



Price, performance, and agility

A cloud analytics platform 
is an economic breakthrough



Structured, unstructured, and streaming data 

integrated in a single, scalable, environment

A cloud analytics platform 
is the hub for all data models



Section 3

The paradox of analytics



While data grows 400%, less than 30% gets analyzed

2025

2020

44ZB 175ZB



* Harvard Business Review (2019), Understanding why analytics strategies fall short for some, but not for others

Analytics & AI is the #1 investment for business leaders, 
however they struggle to maximize ROI

80% 55%

?



More analytics solutions lead to more silos

Data Technologies Skills



Each new technology creates 

another siloed operation

Big data

Data integration

Machine learning

Business intelligence

Data governance

Security

paradox



Section 4

The analytics continuum
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Azure Synapse Analytics
Limitless analytics service with 

unmatched time to insight



The first unified, cloud native 

platform for converged analytics

Azure Synapse is the only unified platform for 

analytics, blending big data, data warehousing, 

and data integration into a single cloud native 

service for end-to-end analytics at cloud scale. 



Powered by a new cloud native 

distributed SQL engine



Flexible consumption models 

Serverless pay-per-query ideal for ad-hoc data lake 

exploration and transformation

Dedicated clusters optimized mission-critical data 

warehouse workloads

Serverless Dedicated



➢ Comprehensive security and compliance

➢ Streamlined data integration

➢ Flexible data warehousing

➢ Real-time operational analytics

➢ Integrated machine learning

➢ Power BI + Azure Synapse 



Data integration

Code-free hybrid data integration



Cloud native ETL/ELT

95+ connectors available

Secure connectivity to on-premise data sources, 

other clouds, and SaaS applications

Code-first and low/no code design interfaces

Schedule and Event based triggering

Code-free



No/low-code data 

transformation

Excel-like interface is familiar to users

Transform data to desired shape completely visually

Operationalize into pipelines

Code-free data 

wrangling



Real-time 

operational analytics

No data integration pipelines required

Near-zero impact on operational systems

Latency <90s at 99th percentile



Data warehouse

Scalable and secure analytics platform for SQL workloads



Fully-managed elastic platform 

Elastic compute that can be easily optimized to 

different classes of workload 

All features available in a single tier

Infinite cost effective PAYG storage



SQL Editor

Automatic code completion (Intellisense)

Script collaboration within the Workspace

Built-in visualizations

Easily switch between clusters



TPC-H and TPC-DS Leader

Price/performance leadership relative to other cloud 

data warehouses

“Polaris” is the only query engine to successfully 

complete TPC-H at 1PB scale

https://aka.ms/synapse-dqp
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22

TPC-H 1 petabyte execution times

$47

$152

$564

$51

DW30000C 4X-Large BigQuery dc2.8xlarge 60N

Test-H 30TB
Price/performance @30TB 

($ per query per hour) lower is better

$153 

$286 

$309 

$570 

Azure Synapse Redshift Snowflake Enterprise BigQuery Flat Rate

Test-DS 30TB
Price/performance comparison (lower is better)

* “GigaOm Analytics Field Test-H Benchmark Report” January 2019; “GigaOm Analytics Field Test-DS Benchmark Report” April 2019

https://aka.ms/synapse-dqp


Only platform to complete TPC-H 

benchmark at 1 Petabyte

Massive concurrency

Global workload graph

Workload aware query scheduling

https://aka.ms/synapse-dqp

https://aka.ms/synapse-dqp


Workload management

Azure Synapse supports a more diverse set of workload management tools through workload importance, intra-cluster isolation, and elastic clusters.

Scale in Scale out

Workload Importance Workload Isolation

Workload Group B 40%

Elastic Cluster (Scale Up)

2000 cDWU



Chooses the most secure cloud DW, Azure Synapse Analytics, 

to transform two business critical Teradata systems

Challenge

Solution



Real-time operational analytics

Eliminate latency and accelerate decision making



Integrating operational data with analytics systems



Integrating operational data with analytics systems

Azure Synapse Link



Integrating operational data with analytics systems



Enable real-time data analytics



Real-time operational analytics

One-click enablement in Azure Portal

No data integration pipelines required

Near-zero impact on operational systems

Latency <90s at 99th percentile

Azure Cosmos DB

Analytical Store
Column store optimized 

for analytical queries

Transactional Store
Row store optimized for 

transactional operations

Azure Synapse 

Analytics

Cloud-Native HTAP

Azure Synapse Link



Event Hubs

IoT Hub

T-SQL language

Built-in streaming ingestion & analytics

Streaming Ingestion Dedicated SQL Pool

Synapse SQL
IoT ingestion without aggregation

Ingress up to 720 gigabytes/hour of raw events

Analyze data in-flight using SQL language Azure 

Stream Analytics

Join streaming data with other data assets in the 

data warehouse and data lake



“Azure data services have been 

seamlessly integrated into existing 

infrastructure, which was especially helpful 

with respect to authentication 

and user access management.”

New ways for optimizing Snow production 

and operational costs with Azure Synapse

Challenge

Solution





Machine learning

Empower everyone with predictive insights



Democratize predictive power

Synapse makes predictive analytics accessible to all

Notebooks provides a code authoring experience for 

complex predictive models

Automatic ML graphical interface provides a no-code 

experience for creating ML models

Native integration with Azure Cognitive Search 

provides access to pre-built models

All Code Low/no-Code Pre-built models



Code-first ML model development

PySpark, Scala, and C# languages supported

Automatic code completion (Intellisense)

Author multiple languages in a single notebook

Analyze data from the data warehouse, data lake, 

and real-time operational data from one place



Data + Languages

Languages such as SQL, PySpark, Scala and 

C# in support of data science and data 

warehouse workloads

The data lake supports and unlimited set of file 

formats including Parquet, ORC and Json as well as 

audio, image, and video formats

Language

Data



All you need is data

Fully automated feature exploration



Code-free in Synapse Studio

No-code creation on Machine Learning models

Democratize ML to everyone since no data science 

domain knowledge required

Support for ensemble models

Supports classification, regression, and 

time-series forecasting



Code-free in Synapse Studio

No-code references to machine learning models

Democratize ML to everyone since no data science 

domain knowledge required

Easily embed in SQL stored procedures for 

transformation of Views for reporting



SELECT d.*, p.Score FROM PREDICT(MODEL = @onnx_model, …

In-engine ML scoring

Machine learning models executed using SQL

“In-engine” for performance and scalability

No data leaves the platform for scoring

No additional cost for scoring

T-SQL Language

Synapse SQL

Model Data Predictions



“As a healthcare company, we are extreme 

users of Azure Active Directory, and 

Synapse seamlessly integrates without 

any limitations. In fact, its integration with 

all Azure and Microsoft services is why 

we’ve had such a successful adoption rate 

across the company.” 

Gains a unified analytics platform 

at scale with Azure Synapse Analytics

Challenge

Solution





Power BI + Azure Synapse

An unmatched combination



Where do you find yourself on the curve?

Hindsight Insight Foresight

V
a
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What happened?

Descriptive Analysis

Why did it happen?

Diagnostic Analysis

What will happen?

Predictive Analysis

How can we make it happen?

Prescriptive Analysis
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BI + Analytics unlock the door to AI, machine learning, and 
real-time insights 
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AnalyticsBI



Unified experience to enrich data 

Automated ML for rapid development 

Seamless collaboration



Build dashboard in Synapse Studio

Code-free experience for development rich 

visualizations

One-click publishing to for secure consumption 

across the enterprise



Visualize 
and report

Power BI

Model 
& serve

Azure Synapse 

Analytics

CDM 

Folders

Azure Data 

Lake Storage

Respond instantly

Enable instant response times with 

Power BI Aggregations on massive 

datasets when querying at the 

aggregated level

Get granular with your data 

Queries at the granular level are sent 

to Azure Synapse Analytics with 

DirectQuery leveraging its industry-

leading performance

Save money with 

industry-leading performance

Azure Synapse Analytics is up to 14x 

faster and 94% cheaper than other 

cloud providers

View reports with 

a single pane of glass

Skip the configuration when 

connecting to Power BI with 

integrated Power BI-authoring 

directly in the Azure Synapse Studio

Accelerate business value with a powerful analytics platform



Customers using Azure Synapse & Power BI today 
are transforming their business with purpose

27%
Faster time 
to insights

271% Average ROI

26% 
Lower total cost 

of ownership

60% 
Increased customer 

satisfaction

* Forrester, October 2019, “The Total Economic Impact of Microsoft Azure Analytics with Power BI”



Understanding insights in the consumer 

goods market with Azure Synapse Analytics

Challenge

Solution





Business intelligence

Data integration

Data management Machine learning and AI



Accelerate time to solution

Azure Open Data sets

Pre-built samples to accelerate development

• SQL Scripts

• Notebooks

• Data Pipelines




